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Dear sirs

I wish to draw the attention of the inspectorate to the noise contours calculated for RSP.

Looking at the properties RSP will compensate, this surely is more evidence of the company’s
deliberate lack of care for the local community.

This shows that most of Nethercourt estate is not going to be compensated with additional noise
insulation for the misery they will have to endure 24/7. RSP have avoided ensuring there will be
no night flights by only stating there will be no planned or scheduled flights. This leaves them a
clear pathway to have up to the agreed yearly ATMs including late and unscheduled movements.
This used to occur before when Kent International Airport was running. The noise was
thunderous as each individual flight noise over the houses or even in the distance was never
‘averaged out’ over a period of time. You heard it and felt it. 

On top of their continued failure to fully address questions posed by the inspectors, this 
indicates they are not fit or of good standing and financially viable as a company to set up or run
an airport. 

I attended a packed residents meeting run by Ramsgate town council on the 21st May 2019. It’s
hard to imagine where all the thousands of residents were that evening in support of opening a
24hr cargo hub on the old Manston airport site. There were only a handful in the audience.
Unfortunately, from their comments they appeared to believe the RSP claim of 10,000 jobs along
with passenger flights. The rest of the audience were strongly against this application. 

I urge your team to examine and comment on the contours produced by RSP and the lack of
transparency in their application particularly legitimate funding. The report to the SOS needs to
reflect the nature of RSPs collective trustworthiness and the flawed consultation with the
affected residents.

How the SOS could consider this raft of companies that make up RSP as viable when even their
upgrade to being more transparent still included offshore accounts in known ‘Tax havens’. 

 
Yours faithfully 

Laurie Hudson
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